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when china issued its paper on how the next chief
executive of hong kong would be selected they decided
what they thought was best for hong kong since its
return and incorporation into china however the
reaction to china s decision was probably not expected
nor were the events that followed with the protests the
hong kong government had to react and when occupy
central actually took place their reaction had to be
stronger this book deals with the government reactions
to the protests it shows various government public
announcements of the events as they unfolded as they
tried to find an end to the protests the protests
continued and both sides settled into a siege mentality
and refused to compromise the protests ended not with
an agreement nor a truce but with the court that
ordered the streets be cleared later with the
legislative council s vote about beijing s election
proposal a return to the status quo was enforced but
did nothing for the lingering distrust between both
sides this book deals with the government reactions to
those protests it shows the various government public
announcements court injunctions and us reports which
were strongly criticized by the hong kong government
also included are the events of the mong kok riot
during the 2016 lunar new year an incredible document
with a long and bloody history becomes the object of a
search by ex intelligence operative lindsey chase after
a friend becomes the latest victim of those determined
to possess it the folklore of ancient china considered
the dragon a symbol of power and goodness that was used
for the benefit of all however over the course of time
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the dragon has taken on a more apprehensive attribute
as it tries to restrain various thoughts and ideas that
it considers dangerous will hong kong defend itself
first or will it succumb to the will of the dragon
chapters on asia features selected papers written by
scholars who have been awarded the national library s
lee kong chian research fellowship these works examine
the history and heritage of singapore and the region
and contain fresh research based on materials and
resources from the collections of the national library
and national archives of singapore prior to 1870 the
series was published under various names from 1870 to
1947 the uniform title papers relating to the foreign
relations of the united states was used from 1947 to
1969 the name was changed to foreign relations of the
united states diplomatic papers after that date the
current name was adopted 本書為全港首創 配有網上課程的dse模擬試卷集 首席英語導
師antonia cheng精心編撰2021年版dse英文閱讀模擬試卷四份 同時配備網上影片課程相應講解 內容
緊貼dse試題趨勢 配套課程講解詳細 名師親自帶領逐題攻破dse閱讀易考點和難點 effective
since china s resumption of sovereignty on 1 july 1997
the hong kong basic law lays down the general policies
and system of government for hong kong under the one
country two systems formula it guarantees hong kong a
high degree of autonomy enshrines the rights and
freedoms of residents and preserves a separate common
law system with an independent judiciary this
introduction traces the origins of the hong kong basic
law and the concepts and legal issues that surround it
drawing on the experience of the first 15 years it then
analyses the content of the hong kong basic law
especially in relation to hong kong s political system
the judiciary and human rights intended especially for
students at all levels in law politics and other
disciplines this book the only introductory guide of
its kind to the subject will also appeal to the general
reader interested in hong kong s experience under one
country two systems danny gittings s introduction to
the hong kong basic law makes a significant
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contribution to an important subject it is expressed in
reader friendly terms the insights that it provides are
of value not only to lawyers but also to the general
public the hon mr justice kemal bokhary permanent judge
of the hong kong court of final appeal 1997 2012 non
permanent judge 2012 this well researched and very
readable introduction explains the history practices
and future of the basic law hong kong s key
constitutional document it also explores how far the
basic law is able to address the many political and
legal issues now facing hong kong the book is suitable
for a wide range of readers students of hong kong law
at all levels will find it essential reading general
readers with an interest in hong kong s governance will
find in it a lucid and accurate guide and a timely one
as the debate about implementing democracy intensifies
professor fu hualing faculty of law university of hong
kong many of us approach law books with trepidation but
gittings a legal academic used to be a journalist and
this shows in his ability to make the book accessible
to the general reader the basic law will continue to be
central to issues facing the city for years to come
this book enables the reader to quickly acquire a much
better understanding of them south china morning post
as professor gittings points out in his book which
includes a chapter on what might happen after hong kong
s 50 year autonomy ends readability was a key aim
acronyms are kept to a minimum and details set up
neatly and comprehensively in footnotes so that the
main text is kept as clean as possible hong kong lawyer
the majority of studies on the quality of life have
been conducted in western contexts and are based on
western participants comparatively speaking there are
only a few studies that have been conducted in
different chinese contexts also there are fewer qol
studies based on children and adolescents or studies
that examine the relationship between qol and economic
disadvantage in addition more research is needed to
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address the methodological issues related to the
assessment of quality of life this volume is a
constructive response to the challenges described above
it is the first book to cover research in chinese
western and global contexts in a single volume it is a
ground breaking volume in which chinese studies on the
quality of life are collected the book includes papers
addressing family qol quality of life in adolescents
experiencing economic disadvantage and methodological
issues in the assessment of qol it is written by
researchers working in a variety of disciplines the
federal highway administration and federal transit
administration requested that the transportation
research board and the commission on behavioral and
social sciences and education of the national research
council conduct a study of congestion pricing for
congestion management to conduct this study the
national research council established the committee for
study on urban transportation congestion pricing the
committee s deliberations were supplemented by liaison
representatives from several groups concerned about the
benefits and costs of congestion pricing after a review
of the literature and drawing from its expertise the
committee commissioned papers on a variety of topics
volume 1 contains the committee s overview of the
material contained in the commissioned papers its
conclusions and its recommendations regarding the
potential of congestion pricing the need for evaluation
of early demonstrations and other research needs volume
2 provides a rich array of information about individual
case studies from around the nation and thoughtful
analyses by individual scholars about many of the
critical issues surrounding congestion pricing as
revised by their authors after the symposium covers
remote sensing atmospheric physics and chemistry and
the impact of aircraft emissions on atmospheric
composition as well as traditional topics like typhoons
rainstorms monsoons and climate brookings papers on
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economic activity bpea provides academic and business
economists government officials and members of the
financial and business communities with timely research
on current economic issues contents on secular
stagnation in the industrialized world lukasz rachel
and lawrence h summers a forensic examination of china
s national accounts wei chen xilu chen chang tai hsieh
and zheng song a unified approach to measuring u
richard k crump stefano eusepi maric giannoni and ays
egül s ahin fiscal space and the aftermath of financial
crises how it matters and why christina d romer and
david h romer okun revisited who benefits most from a
strong economy stephanies r aaronson mary c daly
william l wascher and david w wilcox on the economics
of a carbon tax for the united states gilbert e metcalf
this is the first work of its kind original
contributions from leading academicians practitioners
and accounting associations from around the world make
this handbook a unique source of information on
international accounting education and certification
processes a uniform format in most of the chapters
allows for easy comparison between countries this
volume documents the development of accounting
education and practice at country and global levels
studies the sensitivity of accounting education and
practices to the unique socio economic needs of its
environment and allows comparative studies at a time
when attempts have begun to harmonize accounting
education internationally most importantly it shows how
educational programmes around the world are preparing
future accounting professionals to deal with the rapid
technological and environmental changes of the 21st
century this book explores how the policy making
process is changing in the very volatile conditions of
present day mainland china taiwan and hong kong it
considers the overall background conditions the need to
rebalance in mainland china after years of hectic
economic growth governance transition and democratic
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consolidation in taiwan and governance crisis in hong
kong under a regime of uncertain legitimacy it examines
the various actors in the policy making process the
civic engagement of ordinary people and the roles of
legislators mass media and bureaucracy and discusses
how these actors interact in a range of different
policy cases throughout the book contrasts the
different approaches in the three different
jurisdictions and assesses how the policy making
process is changing and how it is likely to change
further volume lncs 13522 is part of the refereed
proceedings of the 24th international conference on
human computer interaction hcii 2022 which was held
virtually during june 26 to july 1 2022 a total of 5583
individuals from academia research institutes industry
and governmental agencies from 88 countries submitted
contributions and 1276 papers and 275 posters were
included in the proceedings that were published just
before the start of the conference additionally 296
papers and 181 posters are included in the volumes of
the proceedings published after the conference as late
breaking work papers and posters the contributions
thoroughly cover the entire field of human computer
interaction addressing major advances in knowledge and
effective use of computers in a variety of application
areas reprint of the original first published in 1860
small jurisdictions have become significant players in
cross border corporate and financial services their
nature legal status and market roles however remain
under theorized lacking a sufficiently nuanced
framework to describe their functions in cross border
finance and the peculiar strengths of those achieving
global dominance in the marketplace it remains
impossible to evaluate their impacts in a comprehensive
manner this book advances a new conceptual framework to
refine the analysis and direct it toward more
productive inquiries bruner canvasses extant
theoretical frameworks used to describe and evaluate
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the roles of small jurisdictions in cross border
finance he then proposes a new concept that better
captures the characteristics competitive strategies and
market roles of those achieving global dominance in the
marketplace the market dominant small jurisdiction mdsj
bruner identifies the central features giving rise to
such jurisdictions competitive strengths some reflect
historical cultural and geographic circumstances while
others reflect development strategies pursued in light
of those circumstances through this lens he evaluates a
range of small jurisdictions that have achieved global
dominance in specialized areas of cross border finance
including bermuda dubai singapore hong kong switzerland
and delaware bruner further tests the mdsj concept s
explanatory power through a broader comparative
analysis and he concludes that the mdsjs significance
will likely continue to grow as will the need for a
more effective means of theorizing their roles in cross
border finance and the global dynamics generated by
their ascendance in from policemen to revolutionaries
yin cao elaborates the rise and fall of the sikh
community in shanghai by the turn of the twentieth
century principles of public policy practice was
written with policy makers concerned citizens and
students of public policy in mind striving to avoid
technical language the author introduces a new paradigm
that starts from the commonality of human nature and
the assumption that public policy should be impartial
rather than playing the interests of one group versus
those of another he argues convincingly that public
policy should aim at enhancing the ex ante welfare for
everyone if everyone did not know the position or the
identity one would assume using this conceptual device
of the representative individual the analysis readily
leads to policy implications that are both reasonable
and concrete in diverse areas ranging from health care
crime and punishment to macroeconomic and financial
market stability the book concludes with a chapter
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summarizing the various principles of public policy
practice that will meet the challenges of the new
millennium these principles certainly of interest to
academics in social sciences who are studying public
policy political economy international financial
systems and capital markets should appeal equally to
practitioners including public policy makers
consultants advisers administrators and public service
trade unions in far too many places the worldwide trade
in english language teaching testing and publishing has
become a self perpetuating self congratulating
neocolonial monster a veritable multi headed hydra too
often the english language industry aggressively
promotes itself as some sort of uplifting essential
proper or even better means of communication than any
other language unfortunately its relentless global
outreach is taking place at the direct expense and the
active denigration of local and regional languages not
to mention individual identities english language as
hydra brings together the voices of linguists literary
figures and teaching professionals in a wide ranging
exposé of this monstrous hydra in action on four
continents it provides a showcase of the diverse and
powerful impacts that this ever evolving gluttonous
beast has had on so many non english language cultures
as well as the surreptitious drug like ways in which it
can infiltrate individual psyches 38 previous papers
indian economy csat paper i civil services exam 1nd
edition upsc ias csat previous year papers topicwise
upsc solved previous last year question papers
subjectwise indian polity laxmikanth indian economy
ramesh singh gc leong ethics tmh general studies manual
old ncert upsc ias history polity economy objective
geography ecology shankar environment general science
objective gs general studies csat paper i ii 1 1paper 2



Hong Kong Language Papers 1979 when china issued its
paper on how the next chief executive of hong kong
would be selected they decided what they thought was
best for hong kong since its return and incorporation
into china however the reaction to china s decision was
probably not expected nor were the events that followed
with the protests the hong kong government had to react
and when occupy central actually took place their
reaction had to be stronger this book deals with the
government reactions to the protests it shows various
government public announcements of the events as they
unfolded as they tried to find an end to the protests
OF PAPERS AND PROTESTS: HONG KONG RESPONDS TO OCCUPY
CENTRAL VOLUME 1 2016-02-25 the protests continued and
both sides settled into a siege mentality and refused
to compromise the protests ended not with an agreement
nor a truce but with the court that ordered the streets
be cleared later with the legislative council s vote
about beijing s election proposal a return to the
status quo was enforced but did nothing for the
lingering distrust between both sides this book deals
with the government reactions to those protests it
shows the various government public announcements court
injunctions and us reports which were strongly
criticized by the hong kong government also included
are the events of the mong kok riot during the 2016
lunar new year
Of Papers and Protests: Hong Kong responds to Occupy
Central Volume 2 2016-03-06 an incredible document with
a long and bloody history becomes the object of a
search by ex intelligence operative lindsey chase after
a friend becomes the latest victim of those determined
to possess it
The Hong-Kong Papers 1989-04-01 the folklore of ancient
china considered the dragon a symbol of power and
goodness that was used for the benefit of all however
over the course of time the dragon has taken on a more
apprehensive attribute as it tries to restrain various



thoughts and ideas that it considers dangerous will
hong kong defend itself first or will it succumb to the
will of the dragon
Parliamentary Papers 1871 chapters on asia features
selected papers written by scholars who have been
awarded the national library s lee kong chian research
fellowship these works examine the history and heritage
of singapore and the region and contain fresh research
based on materials and resources from the collections
of the national library and national archives of
singapore
Land Use Problems in Hong Kong 1847 prior to 1870 the
series was published under various names from 1870 to
1947 the uniform title papers relating to the foreign
relations of the united states was used from 1947 to
1969 the name was changed to foreign relations of the
united states diplomatic papers after that date the
current name was adopted
Accounts and Papers of the House of Commons 1996 本書為全港首
創 配有網上課程的dse模擬試卷集 首席英語導師antonia cheng精心編撰2021年版dse英文閱讀模
擬試卷四份 同時配備網上影片課程相應講解 內容緊貼dse試題趨勢 配套課程講解詳細 名師親自帶領逐題攻破dse
閱讀易考點和難點
Hong Kong Economic Papers 2018-01-20 effective since
china s resumption of sovereignty on 1 july 1997 the
hong kong basic law lays down the general policies and
system of government for hong kong under the one
country two systems formula it guarantees hong kong a
high degree of autonomy enshrines the rights and
freedoms of residents and preserves a separate common
law system with an independent judiciary this
introduction traces the origins of the hong kong basic
law and the concepts and legal issues that surround it
drawing on the experience of the first 15 years it then
analyses the content of the hong kong basic law
especially in relation to hong kong s political system
the judiciary and human rights intended especially for
students at all levels in law politics and other
disciplines this book the only introductory guide of



its kind to the subject will also appeal to the general
reader interested in hong kong s experience under one
country two systems danny gittings s introduction to
the hong kong basic law makes a significant
contribution to an important subject it is expressed in
reader friendly terms the insights that it provides are
of value not only to lawyers but also to the general
public the hon mr justice kemal bokhary permanent judge
of the hong kong court of final appeal 1997 2012 non
permanent judge 2012 this well researched and very
readable introduction explains the history practices
and future of the basic law hong kong s key
constitutional document it also explores how far the
basic law is able to address the many political and
legal issues now facing hong kong the book is suitable
for a wide range of readers students of hong kong law
at all levels will find it essential reading general
readers with an interest in hong kong s governance will
find in it a lucid and accurate guide and a timely one
as the debate about implementing democracy intensifies
professor fu hualing faculty of law university of hong
kong many of us approach law books with trepidation but
gittings a legal academic used to be a journalist and
this shows in his ability to make the book accessible
to the general reader the basic law will continue to be
central to issues facing the city for years to come
this book enables the reader to quickly acquire a much
better understanding of them south china morning post
as professor gittings points out in his book which
includes a chapter on what might happen after hong kong
s 50 year autonomy ends readability was a key aim
acronyms are kept to a minimum and details set up
neatly and comprehensively in footnotes so that the
main text is kept as clean as possible hong kong lawyer
Of Papers and Protests: Hong Kong responds to Occupy
Central Volume 3 1984 the majority of studies on the
quality of life have been conducted in western contexts
and are based on western participants comparatively



speaking there are only a few studies that have been
conducted in different chinese contexts also there are
fewer qol studies based on children and adolescents or
studies that examine the relationship between qol and
economic disadvantage in addition more research is
needed to address the methodological issues related to
the assessment of quality of life this volume is a
constructive response to the challenges described above
it is the first book to cover research in chinese
western and global contexts in a single volume it is a
ground breaking volume in which chinese studies on the
quality of life are collected the book includes papers
addressing family qol quality of life in adolescents
experiencing economic disadvantage and methodological
issues in the assessment of qol it is written by
researchers working in a variety of disciplines
Hong Kong Economic Papers 2019-05-14 the federal
highway administration and federal transit
administration requested that the transportation
research board and the commission on behavioral and
social sciences and education of the national research
council conduct a study of congestion pricing for
congestion management to conduct this study the
national research council established the committee for
study on urban transportation congestion pricing the
committee s deliberations were supplemented by liaison
representatives from several groups concerned about the
benefits and costs of congestion pricing after a review
of the literature and drawing from its expertise the
committee commissioned papers on a variety of topics
volume 1 contains the committee s overview of the
material contained in the commissioned papers its
conclusions and its recommendations regarding the
potential of congestion pricing the need for evaluation
of early demonstrations and other research needs volume
2 provides a rich array of information about individual
case studies from around the nation and thoughtful
analyses by individual scholars about many of the



critical issues surrounding congestion pricing as
revised by their authors after the symposium
Chapters on Asia: Selected papers from the Lee Kong
Chian Research Fellowship (2017-2018) 1996 covers
remote sensing atmospheric physics and chemistry and
the impact of aircraft emissions on atmospheric
composition as well as traditional topics like typhoons
rainstorms monsoons and climate
Country Papers: Hong Kong 1949 brookings papers on
economic activity bpea provides academic and business
economists government officials and members of the
financial and business communities with timely research
on current economic issues contents on secular
stagnation in the industrialized world lukasz rachel
and lawrence h summers a forensic examination of china
s national accounts wei chen xilu chen chang tai hsieh
and zheng song a unified approach to measuring u
richard k crump stefano eusepi maric giannoni and ays
egül s ahin fiscal space and the aftermath of financial
crises how it matters and why christina d romer and
david h romer okun revisited who benefits most from a
strong economy stephanies r aaronson mary c daly
william l wascher and david w wilcox on the economics
of a carbon tax for the united states gilbert e metcalf
Sessional Papers Laid Before the Legislative Council of
Hongkong ... 1889 this is the first work of its kind
original contributions from leading academicians
practitioners and accounting associations from around
the world make this handbook a unique source of
information on international accounting education and
certification processes a uniform format in most of the
chapters allows for easy comparison between countries
this volume documents the development of accounting
education and practice at country and global levels
studies the sensitivity of accounting education and
practices to the unique socio economic needs of its
environment and allows comparative studies at a time
when attempts have begun to harmonize accounting



education internationally most importantly it shows how
educational programmes around the world are preparing
future accounting professionals to deal with the rapid
technological and environmental changes of the 21st
century
Papers relating to the foreign relations of the United
States 1889 this book explores how the policy making
process is changing in the very volatile conditions of
present day mainland china taiwan and hong kong it
considers the overall background conditions the need to
rebalance in mainland china after years of hectic
economic growth governance transition and democratic
consolidation in taiwan and governance crisis in hong
kong under a regime of uncertain legitimacy it examines
the various actors in the policy making process the
civic engagement of ordinary people and the roles of
legislators mass media and bureaucracy and discusses
how these actors interact in a range of different
policy cases throughout the book contrasts the
different approaches in the three different
jurisdictions and assesses how the policy making
process is changing and how it is likely to change
further
Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United
States 1989 volume lncs 13522 is part of the refereed
proceedings of the 24th international conference on
human computer interaction hcii 2022 which was held
virtually during june 26 to july 1 2022 a total of 5583
individuals from academia research institutes industry
and governmental agencies from 88 countries submitted
contributions and 1276 papers and 275 posters were
included in the proceedings that were published just
before the start of the conference additionally 296
papers and 181 posters are included in the volumes of
the proceedings published after the conference as late
breaking work papers and posters the contributions
thoroughly cover the entire field of human computer
interaction addressing major advances in knowledge and



effective use of computers in a variety of application
areas
Reference Papers for the Basic Law of the Hong Kong
Special Administrative Region of the People's Republic
of China (draft). 2020-12-18 reprint of the original
first published in 1860
HKDSE MOCK EXAM PAPERS： ENGLISH LANGUAGE Paper 1
Reading 2013-07-01 small jurisdictions have become
significant players in cross border corporate and
financial services their nature legal status and market
roles however remain under theorized lacking a
sufficiently nuanced framework to describe their
functions in cross border finance and the peculiar
strengths of those achieving global dominance in the
marketplace it remains impossible to evaluate their
impacts in a comprehensive manner this book advances a
new conceptual framework to refine the analysis and
direct it toward more productive inquiries bruner
canvasses extant theoretical frameworks used to
describe and evaluate the roles of small jurisdictions
in cross border finance he then proposes a new concept
that better captures the characteristics competitive
strategies and market roles of those achieving global
dominance in the marketplace the market dominant small
jurisdiction mdsj bruner identifies the central
features giving rise to such jurisdictions competitive
strengths some reflect historical cultural and
geographic circumstances while others reflect
development strategies pursued in light of those
circumstances through this lens he evaluates a range of
small jurisdictions that have achieved global dominance
in specialized areas of cross border finance including
bermuda dubai singapore hong kong switzerland and
delaware bruner further tests the mdsj concept s
explanatory power through a broader comparative
analysis and he concludes that the mdsjs significance
will likely continue to grow as will the need for a
more effective means of theorizing their roles in cross



border finance and the global dynamics generated by
their ascendance
Introduction to the Hong Kong Basic Law 1857 in from
policemen to revolutionaries yin cao elaborates the
rise and fall of the sikh community in shanghai by the
turn of the twentieth century
Papers Relating to the China War, 1856-58 2006-03-30
principles of public policy practice was written with
policy makers concerned citizens and students of public
policy in mind striving to avoid technical language the
author introduces a new paradigm that starts from the
commonality of human nature and the assumption that
public policy should be impartial rather than playing
the interests of one group versus those of another he
argues convincingly that public policy should aim at
enhancing the ex ante welfare for everyone if everyone
did not know the position or the identity one would
assume using this conceptual device of the
representative individual the analysis readily leads to
policy implications that are both reasonable and
concrete in diverse areas ranging from health care
crime and punishment to macroeconomic and financial
market stability the book concludes with a chapter
summarizing the various principles of public policy
practice that will meet the challenges of the new
millennium these principles certainly of interest to
academics in social sciences who are studying public
policy political economy international financial
systems and capital markets should appeal equally to
practitioners including public policy makers
consultants advisers administrators and public service
trade unions
Foreign Affairs Research Papers Available 1867 in far
too many places the worldwide trade in english language
teaching testing and publishing has become a self
perpetuating self congratulating neocolonial monster a
veritable multi headed hydra too often the english
language industry aggressively promotes itself as some



sort of uplifting essential proper or even better means
of communication than any other language unfortunately
its relentless global outreach is taking place at the
direct expense and the active denigration of local and
regional languages not to mention individual identities
english language as hydra brings together the voices of
linguists literary figures and teaching professionals
in a wide ranging exposé of this monstrous hydra in
action on four continents it provides a showcase of the
diverse and powerful impacts that this ever evolving
gluttonous beast has had on so many non english
language cultures as well as the surreptitious drug
like ways in which it can infiltrate individual psyches
Quality-of-Life Research in Chinese, Western and Global
Contexts 1994 38 previous papers indian economy csat
paper i civil services exam 1nd edition upsc ias csat
previous year papers topicwise upsc solved previous
last year question papers subjectwise indian polity
laxmikanth indian economy ramesh singh gc leong ethics
tmh general studies manual old ncert upsc ias history
polity economy objective geography ecology shankar
environment general science objective gs general
studies csat paper i ii 1 1paper 2
Papers Relating to Foreign Affairs 2002
Curbing Gridlock: Commissioned papers 1897
Selected Papers of the Fourth Conference on East Asia
and Western Pacific Meteorology and Climate 2019-12-10
The Paper Mill and Wood Pulp News 2014-06-28
Brookings Papers on Economic Activity: Spring 2019 2001
International Handbook of Accounting Education and
Certification 1851
Resources in Education 2014-04-24
Accounts and papers 1992
The Changing Policy-Making Process in Greater China
2022-11-24
Occasional Papers in Applied Language Studies
2022-07-27
HCI International 2022 – Late Breaking Papers:



Ergonomics and Product Design 2016-11-11
A General Index to the Sessional Papers Printed by
Order of the House of Lords 2017-10-10
Re-Imagining Offshore Finance 2012-12-06
From Policemen to Revolutionaries: A Sikh Diaspora in
Global Shanghai, 1885-1945 1977
Principles of Public Policy Practice 2012-06-22
Catalogue of British Parliamentary Papers in the Irish
University Press 1000-volume Series and Area Studies
Series, 1801-1900 1986
English Language as Hydra
Indian Economy –38 Previous Papers – CSAT Paper I –
Civil Services Exam 1nd Edition
The Hong Kong Agreement and American Foreign Policy
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